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System Characteristics: 
 
 Vehicle dispatch & pick up Basic function in the production process. The AGV normally remains in stand-by mode if it doesn’t 

receive the production dispatch mission command. Once receiving the command from the workstation, it will execute the pick 
up (onto the tray) and transportation process automatically and fulfils the system dispatch function. 

 
 Transportation According to the flexible dispatch requirement of the logistic automation system, AGV can fulfill the automatic 

docking and loading / discharging of material. The automatic transportation function is thus achieved. 
 
 Obstacle Detection AGV will stop when there is obstacle on its way. It will resume motion when the obstacle is gone, and the 

status of the route is sent to the dispatch control system of the workstation. 
 
 Anti-bumping A flexible plastic plate and a sensor in the front form the anti-bumping system. Emergency braking of the AGV 

will be performed if slight bumping is detected in any direction, injury or damage can thus be prevented. 
 
 Emergency Stop Emergency stop button can be pressed in case of malfunction to protect against damage.  
 
 Wireless Communication Mutual communication between the AGV and the server (communication interface is reserved) is 

achieved via 802.11 g/b wireless Ethernet. Vehicle system integration and multiple vehicles system group control are fulfilled via 
wireless network. 

 Multi-Frequency Magnetic Guiding AGV 

 
Control Software: 
 
1. Composed of guiding algorithm, obstacle-avoiding  

algorithm, signal processing, wireless communication 
protocol and other parts. 

2. Guiding algorithm: developed according to multi-
frequency magnetic guiding mode of AGV to ensure the 
vehicle travels in the preset trajectory. 

3. Signal processing: process the sensor signal of the guiding 
module, for guiding algorithm. 

4. Obstacle avoiding algorithm: React according to the  
obstacle-avoiding sensor of the vehicle to ensure the 
safety stop of the vehicle when obstacle is encountered. 

5. Wireless communication protocol: The integrated    
software interface of the vehicle system is wireless Ether-
net communication protocol based on 802.11g/b. 

 

Multi-frequency magnetic guiding Automated Guided Vehicle (AGV)   is 
a comprehensively projected product, which combines vehicle  

mechanical technology, human-machine interface, mechatronics, SCM, data       
fusion, real time digital signal processing, trajectory planning, multiple AI object 
coordination, and wireless communication theories and technology together. It is      
a typical intelligent system, as well as a model for the research development of 
multiple AI system and multiple vehicles control.  
 
Its theory and technology can be applied in industrial production, factory  
automatic logistics system, rescue and other practical fields, thus it has high  
research and  application value. It can accept dispatch commands and follow the 
instruction   accordingly. It picks and places stuff to their corresponding locations 
and sends the messages to the PC when it’s done. Messages of current status of 
the vehicle, and environment are also sent back to the PC for better control and 
management. 

Schematic control diagram 
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  Multi-Frequency Magnetic Guiding AGV 

Technical Specification 

   Dimension (L x W x H)    1000 X 620 X 830mm 

   Weight    < 100KG 

   Travel speed    Vmax=5km/h 

   Loading capacity    Pmax=50kg 

   Minimum turning radius    R=1200mm 

   Number of stops    Settable and changeable dynamically 

   Precision    Position precision：Sp ≤ ± 10mm 

   Stop precision：Spt ≤ ± 15mm 

   Battery    Battery group operating voltage: U=24VDC 

   Capacity：Q=50AH can operate for 3-4 hours continuously 

   Communication mode    Wireless communication mode 

   Maximum noise    ≤70db 

Model Product Name Product Configuration 

      GAGV-M    Multi-frequency magnetic guiding AGV  

AGV main body 

AGV control system 

AGV electric control module 

AGV control system software 

Ordering Guide 

Reference Experiments: 

 Integration of AGV in logistics system 
 Data fusion of multi-sensors 
 Theory and application of multi-frequency magnetic guiding method 
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